
Terms and Conditions: 

Minimum order: $100 Approximate turnaround time: 1-2 days Peak season: May 
turnaround time can differ 

Vickie Jeans Creations sells wholesale hand dipped silicone light bulbs, scented light 
bulbs, our patented "String of Lights" stringed dipped light bulbs and other holiday gifts 
and novelty products to businesses, organizations and artisans who buy wholesale 
quantities of hand dipped light bulbs. 
 
Since each of our silicone light bulbs is hand-dipped, each bulb is unique. To ensure 
smooth delivery and efficient transactions the following wholesale policies are in place: 
 
FEDERAL TAX ID: Federal tax ID must be recorded by Vickie Jean's Creations to 
qualifiy for wholesale prices. 
 
MINIMUM ORDER: $150.00 first order, $100.00 reorder or 36 minimum on dipped 
bulbs, scented bulbs, glow bulbs and all other products. 
 
NO TERMS: COD (US only), VISA, MASTERCARD only. 
If credit card is declined or card is not available at the time of shipping, a $3.00 charge 
will be added to the order. Order will be cancelled within 2 weeks of notice to the store. 
 
MINIMUM SHIPPING CHARGE: $7.95 
Backorders under $25.00 will be cancelled. 
 
Damaged bulbs and products due to shipping – Please contact us within 10 days of 
receipt. Replacement and return tag will be sent. Color and sizes of bulbs and gifts are 
approximate and may vary. Restocking charge 20% of product. Customers are 
responsible for refused orders; freight charges and 20% restocking fee. 
 
Prices may change without notice, show specials will be honored one week after each 
show. 
 
Returned check charge of $30.00 
 
Wholesale orders: All checks payable to Vickie Jean's Creations 
 
Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Silicone Light Bulbs & Vickie Jean's Creations 
 
 
Q: How much does it cost to power the bulbs each day? 



A: Less than a penny a day. 
 
Q: What is the profit margin for the silicone dipped bulbs? 
A: Keystone or double the investment. 
 
Q: How long do the dipped bulbs last? 
A: 2 years plus left on continuously or approx 1 year turning on and off 
 
Q: Are the bulbs safe for indoor and outdoor use? Can they be left on overnight? 
A: At this time, bulbs are not suggested for outdoor use but can be left on 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week. 
 
Q: Do you have a minimum order? 
A: Yes. The minimum order for our silicone bulbs and other products is $100.00. 
 
Q: What product mix do you recommend for initial orders? 
A: A selection of spools, bulbs with a sizeable display. Call us for a sample order 
 


